35 EMAIL: gmbdlman@memphis.edu 2 36 ABSTRACT 37 We investigated whether the categorical perception (CP) of speech might also provide a mechanism that 38 aids its perception in noise. We varied signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [clear, 0 dB, -5 dB] while listeners 39 classified an acoustic-phonetic continuum (/u/ to /a/). Noise-related changes in behavioral categorization 40 were only observed at the lowest SNR. Event-related brain potentials (ERPs) differentiated phonetic vs. 41 non-phonetic (category ambiguous) speech by the P2 wave (~180-320 ms). Paralleling behavior, neural 42 responses to speech with clear phonetic status (i.e., continuum endpoints) were largely invariant to noise, 43 whereas responses to ambiguous tokens declined with decreasing SNR. Results demonstrate that phonetic 44 speech representations are more resistant to degradation than corresponding acoustic representations.
93
too severely compromised and remain distinguishable from noise itself. This theoretical framework 94 provides the basis for the current empirical study.
95
Building on our recent efforts to decipher the neurobiology of "cocktail party" listening and 96 understand the physiological mechanisms supporting robust speech perception (for review, see Bidelman, 97 2017), this study aimed to test whether speech sounds carrying strong phonetic categories are more 98 resilient to the deleterious effects of noise than categorically ambiguous speech sounds. When category-99 relevant dimensions are less distinct and perceptual boundaries are particularly noisy, additional 100 mechanisms for enhancing separation must be engaged (Livingston et al., 1998) . We hypothesized the 101 phonetic groupings inherent to speech may be one such mechanism. Because phonetic categories reflect a 102 more abstract, higher-level representation of speech (i.e., acoustic + phonetic code), we reasoned they 103 would be more robust to noise than physical features of speech that do not engage phonetic-level 104 processing (i.e., acoustic code) (cf. Bidelman 
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Noise-related decrements in CP (Fig. 3A) could reflect a weakening of internalized categories 315 themselves (e.g., fuzzier match between signal and phonetic template) or alternatively, more general 316 effects due to task complexity (e.g., increased cognitive load or listening effort; reduced vigilance). We 317 can rule out the latter interpretation based on our RT data. The speed of listeners' perceptual judgments to 318 ambiguous speech tokens (Tk3) were nearly identical across conditions and invariant to noise (Fig. 3D ).
319
In contrast, RT functions became more categorical ("inverted V" pattern) with increasing SNR due 320 entirely to changes in RTs for categorical members (continuum endpoints). These findings suggest that 321 categories represent local enhancements of processing within the normal acoustic space (e.g., Fig. 1) 322 which acts to sharpen categorical speech representations. That our data do not reflect gross changes in 323 task vigilance is further supported by two additional findings: (i) lapses in performance did not vary 324 across stimuli which suggests vigilance was maintained across conditions and (ii) ERPs predicted 325 behavioral CP only for speech sounds that carried clear phonetic categories (Fig. 6) . Therefore, the effects 
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What might be the mechanism for categorical neural enhancements (i.e., ERP Tk1/5 > ERP Tk3 ) and 
